
SECRETS OF A

HIGH-CONVERTING WEBINAR
LANDING PAGE



Although traffic is key to building an email list and getting more people to sign up for your 
webinar, an effective registration page (also known as landing page, opt-in page, or lead 
capture page) is key too. Without a high-converting landing page, your traffic generation 
efforts could go to waste while also receiving a low show-up rate to your webinars.

Ideally, your landing page should convert at 30%. In other words, for every 100 visitors to 
your page, you should be able to capture 30 names and emails.
In order to put together a winning landing page, there are a few key elements to include.

A landing page should include an attention-grabbing headline. The headline you choose 
could make or break the conversion of your page, so spend as much time as you need, 
brainstorming potential headlines. Plus, the majority of your visitors will only read the 
headline and skip the rest of the copy. Usually, effective headlines include specific num-
bers, such as “The 7 Foods That Will Burn Fat And Build Muscles”. Good headlines also 
include big promises, such as “The 3 Little-Known Ways To Build A List Without Paying For 
Advertising”.

Headlines should also include adjectives that underline how easy and fast it is to achieve 
the promise made. Adjectives such as “effortlessly” or “easy” or even “fastest” are often 
used. For example, your headline could be “The 3 Fastest Ways To Convert Leads Into Sales 
Online”.

A landing page should also include a supporting image to illustrate what the person will 
receive in exchange for submitting their name and email. Should you be giving away a free 
guide or eBook with your webinar training, include the front cover of the free guide/eBook. 
Should you be giving away access to online videos, you could create an image of a video 
with the title of the video series on it. Should you be giving away documents such as check-
lists or templates, display an image of generic templates or checklists.



Then, also include a brief description of your webinar training, using a few bullet points. 
Each bullet point should be benefit-driven mainly, and not only underline the features of 
your webinar. Bullet points describing a webinar on sales training could be the following:

• Discover how to close sales regardless of your price point and even if you hate
 selling.
• Discover the absolute fastest way to get a client even if they’ve never heard of you   
 before.
• Discover how to get your leads eager to buy from you without ever using cliché    
 and pushy sales techniques.

Your landing page should also include a form to capture people’s information. Remember, 
the more information you request, the less likely people are going to submit their details. 
Requesting someone’s name and email only is usually pretty standard, and should be 
enough at first. Once they become loyal email subscribers of yours, you could make them 
opt-in to other offers, requesting them to submit further information. To create a form to 
capture people’s information, you can use email marketing software’s such as get-
response.com, aweber.com, mailchimp.com or keap.com.

These tools allow you to capture and store names and emails, and also allow you to broad-
cast emails to an unlimited number of people simultaneously and schedule emails in 
advance.

Then, below your lead capture form include a CTA (Call To Action). Avoid the call to action 
“Submit” as it tends to lower the conversion rates of landing pages, as subconsciously, no 
one wants to “submit” their contact details. Instead, use words such as “Claim Your Spot 
Now” or “Secure Your Seat Now” etc.



The information you have on any landing page should always be easy to consume. Remem-
ber, people don’t have much time, and like consuming information in the fastest and easi-
est way possible.

Lastly, include social media sharing tabs to allow visitors to share your webinar registration 
page on social media. Considering that on average, each social media user has 140 con-
tacts, this could represent a considerable amount of free traffic for you.
In order to increase the conversion of your landing pages even further, remember to add a 
privacy message right below your call to action tab. Privacy messages such as “100% 
secure”, “We will NEVER sell, rent, or share your email address” or “We hate spam too and 
won’t share your information with anyone” is enough.



Another element that has enabled the conversion rate of landing pages to increase dramat-
ically is the use of social proof. Social proof, also known as “informational social influence” 
pushes people to perform certain actions if a lot of people already have. For example, 
you’re most likely to opt-in to a free training, if thousands of people already have, since 
people tend to follow other people’s actions.

Therefore, to include social proof on a landing page, you could either include a statement 
of how many people have already registered. Or, you could enable social media comments 
below the sign-up form, allowing a lot of people to comment on the training.

To easily create landing pages even if you are not familiar with html, coding and websites, 
we recommend “Leadpages”. A tool that not only allows you to pick from hundreds of
high-converting landing page templates, but also integrates with most email marketing 
software’s.

Leadpages also allows you to track the conversions of your landing pages and perform 
“A-B” tests. In other words, Leadpages can rotate between two different opt-in pages for 
the same offer, to see which one converts better.



Conclusion

The majority of marketers are currently using webinars in their marketing strategies.
On top of that, webinars have seen explosive growth in the past few years. Tons of profes-
sionals are starting to include them in their marketing arsenal.

And webinars happen to be one of our favourite types of marketing tools to get more leads 
and sales.

I do them all the time because they work.

They have extremely high conversion rates in comparison to ads.

Why? People don’t really need your product or service until you make them realise a need 
for it.

And webinars will drive home the idea that they need what you’re selling.

So you can leave behind those conversion-less ads and shift your marketing tactics to 
webinars.

Make sure to use Facebook Ads to drive more traffic to your webinar registration page.

Then, re-market those active users who engaged with your content. That way you know 
that these visitors are interested in your content.

Remember to include social proof, a great value proposition, and a clear call to action.

Then, watch your audience roll in!
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